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Chapter 1 : Quick Start Build a Map | Maps Embed API | Google Developers
For example, they may be displayed after you click on a static image of a map embedded in an article, or on the maps
link in Commons (in the camera location section) such as this example image and associated map. You should keep the
credit section in the lower right corner of dynamic maps.

This also means that interactions with the map, such as starring a location, are saved for easy viewing in
Google Maps for desktop or mobile. The ad format and the set of ads shown in any given map may change
without notice. Before you start developing with the Maps Embed API, review the usage and billing
information you need to enable billing on your project. Basic Map Modes Note: See usage and billing for
details. Specify which map mode to use in the request URL. Place mode Place mode displays a map pin at a
particular place or address, such as a landmark, business, geographic feature, or town. It accepts a location as
either a place name, address, or place ID. Attributed Save A user who is logged into their Google account will
be able to save the place indicated by the q parameter. Saved places will be visible on other Google maps on
the web or mobile devices. By default, places saved from an embedded map will include attribution
information to remind users where they were when they saved that place. You can personalize the attribution
with the following parameters. Defaults to the URL path of the page on which the map appeared, for example:
The attribution will appear as a URL. The example below uses the optional maptype parameter to display a
satellite view of the map. Advanced Map Modes Note: Directions mode Directions mode displays the path
between two or more specified points on the map, as well as the distance and travel time. The value can be
either a place name, address or place ID. The following URL parameters are optional: Multiple waypoints can
be specified by using the pipe character to separate places e. You can specify up to 20 waypoints. Each
waypoint can be either a place name, address or place ID. Options are driving, walking which prefers
pedestrian paths and sidewalks, where available , bicycling which routes via bike paths and preferred streets
where available , transit, or flying. If no mode is specified, the Maps Embed API will show one or more of the
most relevant modes for the specified route. Separate multiple values with the pipe character e. If units are not
specified, the origin country of the query determines the units to use. Google Street View provides panoramic
views from designated locations throughout its coverage area. User contributed Photospheres , and Street
View special collections are also available. Each Street View panorama provides a full degree view from a
single location. Images contain degrees of horizontal view a full wrap-around and degrees of vertical view
from straight up to straight down. The streetview mode provides a viewer that renders the resulting panorama
as a sphere with a camera at its center. You can manipulate the camera to control the zoom and the orientation
of the camera. The API will display the panorama photographed closest to this location. If you specify a pano
you may also specify a location. Positive values will angle the camera up, while negative values will angle the
camera down. For example, an image taken on a hill will likely exhibit a default pitch that is not horizontal.
When dealing with a fixed-size viewport the field of view is can be considered the zoom level, with smaller
numbers indicating a higher level of zoom. By default, visitors will see UI elements in their own language.
Accepts a region code specified as a two-character ccTLD top-level domain value. Search mode Search mode
displays results for a search across the visible map region. Optional parameters The following optional
parameters can be used with any of the map modes listed above. It accepts a comma-separated latitude and
longitude value such as Accepted values range from 0 the whole world to 21 individual buildings. The upper
limit can vary depending on the map data available at the selected location. Note that this parameter is only
supported for some country tiles; if the specific language requested is not supported for the tile set, then the
default language for that tileset will be used. By default, visitors will see a map in their own language. Place
IDs are stable way to uniquely identify a place. The following code specifies New York City Hall as the origin
for a directions request: Valid values are non-negative integers. Default value is Indoor collections are not
included in search results. Note that outdoor panoramas may not exist for the specified location. Add
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allowfullscreen to your iframe properties to allow certain map parts to go full screen. You can resize the
iframe to suit the structure and design of your own website, but we find that visitors usually find it easier to
interact with larger maps. Note that embedded maps are not supported below a size of px in either dimension.
Signed-in users are identified by their Google cookie, which is also used to provide a personalised experience.
For users that are not signed in, Google uses an anonymous cookie for each unique user. Google also
accumulates statistics about the types of features used from the Maps product. Except as otherwise noted, the
content of this page is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3. For details, see our Site Policies.
Last updated September 25,
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Chapter 2 : Gallery | Story Maps
Click on the menu icon at the top of the navigation panel of a Google Map, and select Share or embed racedaydvl.com
the Embed a map tab for a URL you can use to embed a map in any webpage that accepts embedded tags.

The Wikimedia Maps service is provided openly to the public free of charge. However, we cannot represent or
guarantee the truthfulness, accuracy, or reliability of any of the information in maps. These policies apply to
the Wikimedia Maps services, as well as the other Wikimedia projects. If there are any inconsistencies
between those policies and this page, the terms on this page will apply. Using maps in third-party services If
you use the Wikimedia Maps service for your third-party project that is, outside of the Wikimedia projects ,
please respect our limited services and resources. We reserve the right to discontinue or change our service,
block or limit certain users or applications, or take other measures in cases at our sole discretion at any time
without notice. If you are developing an application that uses the Wikimedia Maps service, you must provide a
valid HTTP User-Agent that includes your application, version, and sufficient information to easily contact
you e. The following are prohibited on the Wikimedia Maps service: Excessive downloading such as
downloading significant areas of tiles for later offline usage Accessing the service without a proper HTTP
User-Agent or HTTP referer Using the service without compliance with any license or copyright terms
License and copyright If you use the Wikimedia Maps service in your third-party project or the Wikimedia
projects, you are responsible for complying with the OpenStreetMap copyright policy and any other terms. On
Wikimedia projects Static images of maps: Dynamic maps are interactive views of maps. For example, they
may be displayed after you click on a static image of a map embedded in an article, or on the maps link in
Commons in the camera location section such as this example image and associated map. You should keep the
credit section in the lower right corner of dynamic maps. Disclaimers While we aim to provide a useful service
for the Wikimedia community and beyond, no software is perfect. Wikimedia Maps service may undergo
future development, so all your use is at your sole risk. We make no warranty that Wikimedia Maps will meet
your requirements, be safe, secure, or uninterrupted. Updates Things naturally change over time. To ensure
this policy accurately reflects our practices and the law, we reserve the right to modify it. Please review the
most recent version of this policy. You accept the new version of this policy if you use the site after we
announce an update. Where does the map data come from? You may provide attribution to static map images
by linking to this page to provide more details on the license, and by complying with the OpenStreetMap
copyright policy. How do I fix an error on the map? Do you see something on the map that needs editing? Log
into OpenStreetMap to fix it and help make the map better for everyone! How to guides and more information.
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Chapter 3 : Learn â€“ Education â€“ Google Maps
Draw. Add points or draw shapes anywhere. Search. Find places and save them to your map. Import. Instantly make
maps from spreadsheets.

Get HTML-Code Embed a Google Map Google Maps is the most popular online mapping service with
interactive zooming and panning, directions, location details, satellite views, and degree street level
panoramas. It has a smooth moving, easy to use interface that is regularly updated with new features. Part of
why the maps have become so ubiquitous is that they provide a way for anyone to embed a map within their
own website. They look polished and add an air of tech savviness and professionalism to your site. Why
embed Google Maps on your site? You can include a Google Map on your site that includes a pin dropped at
the address of a location. This is useful for your own business, but can also be used by bloggers, reviewers,
and other websites that discuss specific establishments. They can also be used for more general overviews of a
neighborhood or area. Embedding a google map offers your visitors a lot of benefits. Just another day at
Googleplex, Mountain View. It helps customers get directions. By adding a map on your site, it saves
customers the steps of opening maps in another window and copying over the address. They can simply click
on your map address and get directions. Make it easy to find business contact information. The data that
comes up with a business overview includes an address, phone number, website, and other data that Google
knows. This makes it easy for customers to access your information right when they need it. It allows your site
visitors to actually see where each point is, making it clearer to understand and easier to plan. Include a street
view picture of a location. Since Google Maps have street level views of nearly every location on all but the
most minor roads, the Street View images can be included to help people see what a location will look like if
they arrive. It keeps visitors on your site. Whatever they want to know about a location, they can find it in the
map while remaining on your site instead of leaving for the Google site. Embedding a Google Map with
embedgooglemap. Just put in an address, select a few details of how you want your map to appear, and get the
code. Then, just paste that into your website where you want the map to appear.
Chapter 4 : Maps Terms of Use - Wikimedia Foundation Governance Wiki
Certain uses of the Maps Embed API are now billed. See usage and billing for more information. Except as otherwise
noted, the content of this page is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, and code samples are
licensed under the Apache License.

Chapter 5 : Welcome to My Activity
Help to make Google Maps better by reporting problems with the map, like incorrect business details, wrong road
names, or other errors. Learn more about reporting data problems. See traffic, transit, biking, and terrain info.

Chapter 6 : Google Maps Help
Find local businesses, view maps and get driving directions in Google Maps.

Chapter 7 : Construct | Definition of Construct by Merriam-Webster
Everyone has a story to tell. Harness the power of maps to tell yours. Esri Story Maps let you combine authoritative
maps with narrative text, images, and multimedia content. They make it easy to harness the power of maps and
geography to tell your story. Present a set of maps via numbered bullets.
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Chapter 8 : NPR Choice page
They teach both geologists and non-geologists broad patterns of Earth history. They help satisfy our curiosity
concerning what the Earth used to look like - they educate and stimulate. To view list of maps, click here.

Chapter 9 : My Maps â€“ About â€“ Google Maps
Take a look under Your places, and scroll along to the Maps tab to find your offline maps. They expire in 30 days, so
you'll need to update them if you don't want them to expire.
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